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Thursday, 25th October 2018 
 

Notice of 2018 Annual General Meeting  
 

Thursday, 15th November 2018, Slough C.C., 7.45pm 
 
Dear League Rep, 
 
I hereby give notice that this year’s AGM will take place at Slough C.C. on Thursday, 15th 
November, at 7.45pm. The agenda will be as follows: 
 

1. Apologies for Absence 
 

2. Minutes of the 2017 AGM 
 

3. Matters Arising from the 2017 Minutes 
 

4. Chairman’s Address  
 

5. Secretary’s Report (see below) 
 

6. Treasurer’s Report (see attached) 
 

7. Rule Change Proposals (see below) 
 

8. Election of Officers & Officials (see below) 
 

9. Election of Honorary Independent Examiner 
 

10. Election of Vice Presidents 
 

11. Any Other Business  
 

 
 
Member clubs are reminded that failure to send a representative to the AGM will result 
in a fine of £50 being levied against them (Constitution Rule 5.1). 
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Hon. Secretary’s Report 
 

The 2018 summer was long and hot, and very few matches were lost to the weather. This 
was great from a cricketing perspective, but of course presented significant challenges for 
all our groundsmen.  
 
Cookham Dean were our champions for 2018, repeating their success of three years ago, 
and we wish them every success in the Home Counties Premier League next season. Our 
other divisional champions were Hayes (2a), High Wycombe 2 (2b), High Wycombe 3 (3a), 
Ickenham (3b), Binfield (4a), Wraysbury (4b), Ickenham 2 (5a), Wokingham 3 (5b), 
Wraysbury 2 (6a), Taplow 2 (6b), Fleet 2 (7a), High Wycombe 4 (7b), Hayes 3 (8a), Stoke 
Green 3 (8b), Wokingham 5 (9a) and High Wycombe 5 (9b). High Wycombe had an 
outstanding season with all four of their teams winning their respective divisions. Ickenham 
did almost as well in their first season back in the TVCL, with two of their teams winning 
their division and the third achieving promotion. The other clubs who joined the TVCL in 
the 2018 expansion also did very well. Both of Wraysbury’s teams won their respective 
divisions, and Binfield and Taplow also did very well, each securing a championship and a 
promotion.  Congratulations to all our divisional champions, and to the other teams who 
also gained promotion, and bad luck to those who just missed out or got relegated – there 
is always next season! 
 
The expansion process added extra depth and quality to our competition and all of the new 
clubs seemed to be pleased that they had made the move. I also think that our existing 
clubs enjoyed going to some new grounds. Next season our new team-based 
promotion/relegation arrangement with the Mid-Bucks, Chilterns and Berkshire League will 
see their 2018 champions, Chalfont St. Giles 1st XI, enter the TVCL competition at Level 4. 
We wish them every success in our competition.   
 
I discussed the problem of clubs withdrawing teams after the fixtures have been announced 
in my report last year. Sadly, this problem continued apace during the 2018 pre-season. 
Chenies & Latimer withdrew from Division 3b in February. In response, the management 
committee reorganised all the divisions and fixtures from 3b downwards. Then, less than 
two weeks before the start of the 2018 season, Yateley withdrew from Division 2b. This 
time it was too late to reorganise the divisions and fixtures. The management committee 
then asked all the clubs without a fixture in Division 2b to not strengthen lower XIs 
unreasonably, but this request for the most part fell on deaf ears.  
 
There are no silver bullet solutions to this problem. It is easy to criticise the clubs who 
withdraw teams after the fixtures have been announced but, with the decline in club loyalty 
shown by the modern player, they often do not know that they are in trouble until pre-
season nets or even later. The management committee could refuse to allow clubs to 
withdraw teams after a specified cut-off date, but this does not solve the problem: if a team 
is forced to play without the appropriate player strength and gets thrashed every week, 
then sooner rather than later it will not be able to find enough players to fulfil the fixture, 
and given that the TVCL does not allow clubs to forfeit matches by higher XIs while fielding 
lower XIs, this would lead to the club being forced to resign from the TVCL (which is 
arguably an even worse outcome than the single XI being allowed to withdraw in the first 
place). Finally, while the management committee was disappointed and frustrated by the 
team strengthening, and thus felt obliged to try to propose tougher rules on this matter in 
the second half of the 2018 season, whilst this did not materialise, we were acutely aware 
that it had failed to provide a match for Division 2b players on the two ‘Yateley’ weekends. 
 
There has been some discussion about leaving the finalising of the divisional structure and 
the fixtures until later during the close season, and this idea has some merit. However, it 
would introduce other problems, such as to the fixtures process re external ground hire 
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and liaison with other leagues. It should also be noted that doing this would not have 
prevented the ‘Yateley’ situation in 2018 because, clearly, we cannot leave this task until 
two weeks before the season starts! To reiterate, there are no silver bullet solutions to this 
problem. 
 
The format changes which were introduced last season were well received. This year we 
are addressing in our AGM proposals the issue of umpire shortages. The member clubs 
cannot bury their hands in the sand on this issue indefinitely, and while nobody likes 
leagues being won ‘off the pitch’, the management committee has now concluded that 
points incentives are required to encourage clubs to work harder to find umpires. 

 
The Representative XI reached the semi-final of the Sovereign Trophy for the third time in 
four seasons. We did not play our annual match against the Cherwell League but did send 
a team to Purley-on-Thames to celebrate their 50th anniversary.  

 
Finally, you will be aware that Raj Patel is stepping down as league chairman after four 
years in the role, having previously served as secretary for six years as well. He has made 
an outstanding contribution to our competition and will be sorely missed. 

 

Matthew Stevenson 
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Nomination of Vice Presidents by the Management Committee 

 
New Vice Presidents 

 

• Raj Patel (Kew) 

 
 

Nomination of Officers and Officials by the Management Committee 
 

Officers 
 

• Chairman: Richard Thomas (Farnham Common) 

• Secretary: Matthew Stevenson (Chalfont St Peter)  

• Treasurer: Martin House (Slough)         

• Fixture Secretary: John Goodman 
 

Officials 
 

• Rob Bartlett (Yateley) 

• Vic Devers (Harefield) 

• Rod Dye (High Wycombe) 

• Simon Webb (Hillingdon Manor) 

• Martin Wilson (Wokingham) 

• Phil Wise (Eversley) 

• Mike Woodwards (Harefield) 

• Benn Langdon (Tring Park)  
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AGM Proposals: PART A - Changes to Match Rules 
 

CLUB PROPOSALS 
 
Proposed: Kidmore End               Seconded: Boyne Hill 

 
A1 Scrap the ‘Old Ball’ rule 

Clause T1.3 (p105) 
 

Rationale: 

 

* It is a very artificial rule – there is no precedent in the Laws of Cricket or any other 

established cricket competition for a new ball not to be taken at the start of a new 

innings. 

 

* It was put in place to encourage spin bowling but is now killing seam bowling. It was a 

good rule when it was first brought in but is now having a negative effect. 

 

* It is now often used in a very negative / defensive way to ‘kill the game’, which creates 

dull cricket. It is hard for batsman to hit an old, soft ball to the boundary. 

 

* The rule has often been rightly supported by ‘traditionalists’ but is in fact now making 

the move to all ‘win/lose’ more likely because its ‘negative use’ is so disliked by many 

players & clubs. 

  

* If the rule was to be removed then it would give more opportunities to seam bowlers – 

most obviously by enabling them to take the new ball. It should also get more bowlers 

involved and remove the need/appetite for bowler restrictions in the traditional format. 

 

* It would also encourage more positive cricket – the team batting second could attack 

the new ball, creating a better balance between bat and ball. 

 

* It should encourage clubs to invest in better pitches. There is, unfortunately, a 

relationship between home advantage, poor pitches and spin bowlers.  

 
It is therefore proposed to replace Clause T1.3 
 
“One new TVCL Ball shall be used for each innings, except that the Captain of the Team fielding 
second may call for the new TVCL ball at any time in the 2nd innings. Once the new ball has been 
taken in the 2nd innings, the ball in use at the end of the 1st innings may not be used again (unless 
used as a spare ball).”  
 
With: 
“One new TVCL Ball shall be used from the start of each innings.  
The ball used in the 1st innings may not be used in the 2nd innings (unless used as a spare ball).” 
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A2 Conditional on 1A being adopted – otherwise will be withdrawn 

 

Return to the 25/20 split for winning traditional matches 
Clause 11.2 (p101) 

 

 

Rationale: 

 

* we think that a return to 25/20 match points for a Win would be a simple and sensible 

move if the old ball rule is - as we hope - scrapped. 

 

* We do foresee a problem with scrapping the ‘old ball’ rule, namely that the balance 

between batting first and second will shift strongly to the latter. We therefore think that 

it would be sensible to revert to the 25/20 points split, whereby you get 25 points if you 

win batting first and 20 If you win batting second. This will restore a balanced cricketing 

judgement between whether to bat first or second. If you bat first then you will get 

double batting points and the additional 5 points if you win the match by taking 10 

wickets; if you bat second then you will perhaps have a better chance of winning the 

match but will get 5 less points for doing so. 

 

* N.b. one of the main reasons that the ‘straight 25’ rule for a win was introduced was to 

stop the toss potentially deciding league tables on the last day of the season. However, 

given that the last game of the season is now played using the win/lose format for 20 

points, this particular rationale for the ‘straight 25’ is no longer applicable or necessary in 

the Traditional Format.  

 

 

 

If Approved, the table in Clause 11.2 will be amended for Traditional Matches as 
below: 

 

Match Result Match Points 
Bonus Points 

Available 

Win (Batting First) 25  No 
Win (Batting Second) 20 No 
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MANCOM PROPOSALS 
 

A3 Amendment to Umpires 
Clauses 8.2 – 8.4 (p98 ….  however, this was the page not printed in the handbook correctly!) 

 
It is proposed to delete these clauses 8.2, 8.3 & 8.4 shown below:  

8.2) Panel Umpires will be appointed for all TVCL Matches in Levels 1 & 2. Panel Umpires may 

also be appointed in Levels 3 & 4 subject to availability and request by Member Clubs. All 

such appointments shall be at the discretion of the Umpires Sub-Committee (“USC”). The 

Management Committee reserves the right to appoint Panel Umpires for any other TVCL 

Match at its sole discretion. Member Clubs will be advised of Panel Umpire appointments 

and their telephone numbers in advance. 

  

8.3) In all TVCL Matches in Level 3 and below, where Panel Umpires are not appointed upon 

request, the Member Clubs are expected to make every effort to provide one Club Umpire 

each per Team. 

 

8.4) For TVCL Matches in Levels 3 & 4, where Panel Umpires are not appointed or unless that 

Member Club has provided a minimum of one Umpire to either of the current TVCL (or a 

Premier League) Umpires Panel, each Team that fails to provide a Club Umpire shall be 

penalised as follows: 

 

Number of Matches 

with no Umpire provided 
Penalty 

1st & 2nd None 

3rd & any subsequent omissions 
5 Penalty Point Deduction on each 

and every occasion. 

 

 

And replace with the following: 
 
8.2 Panel Umpires will be appointed for all TVCL Matches in Levels 1 & 2. Member Clubs 

will be advised of Panel Umpire appointments in advance.  

 

8.3 Member Clubs with Teams in Levels 3 must each provide a TVCL Registered Club 

Umpire (or a Panel Umpire) per TVCL Match. 

 

Subject to availability, Panel Umpires can be allocated upon request by Member Clubs. 

All such allocations shall be at the discretion of the Umpires Sub-Committee (“USC”). 

Note: The Management Committee reserves the right to appoint Panel Umpires to any 

TVCL Match at its sole discretion.  

 

In the event that one Team does not provide a TVCL Registered Club Umpire. The 

TVCL Registered Club Umpire provided by the other Team will be entitled, should they 

so wish, to officiate from the bowler’s end for the whole match. 

 

 

PTO 
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8.4 In Level 3, each Team that fails to provide a TVCL Registered Club Umpire (or be 

allocated a Panel Umpire) shall be penalised a 5 Penalty Point Deduction on each and 

every occasion. 

 

8.5 In Levels 4 & below, each Team that provides a TVCL Registered Club Umpire shall 
be awarded 1 bonus point per TVCL Match they stand in. 

 
If the other Team does not provide any Club Umpire, only a player umpire, then the 
Registered Club Umpire, if they so wish, may decide to officiate from the bowler’s end 
for the whole match. 

 
Note: should this be adopted, the following clauses will be renumbered accordingly 
 
 
 

Rationale: the number of Panel Umpires is not enough to fully cover Level 3 (or 4) and so 
this has required a change so that Clubs need to understand they will need to support 
their Teams. 
 
Penalties have been made consistent for Level 3 to ensure there will be suitable umpiring 
provision at this Level for all matches from week 1, but this is proposed to be removed in 
Level 4 in 2019. 
  
Equally with the introduction of Win/Lose format the desire for umpires in lower levels 
becomes a greater requirement – hence our proposal to reward clubs in Level 4 & below 
who do organise and arrange for at least one Club Umpire to have the minimum training, 
register with the TVCL, and are then be available for their clubs fixtures. 

 
 

A4 Cancelled (Forfeited) Fixtures 
Clauses 12.3 & 12.4 (p102-103) 
 
It is proposed to insert a new second paragraph in Clause 12.4 as follows: 
 
“Additionally, should any Team forfeit a TVCL Match on SEVEN occasions in the same 
Season, the Management Committee may withdraw that Team from the League with 
immediate effect.” 
 
At the same time to delete & replace Clause 12.3 with the following: 
  
“In all Levels, a Team that forfeits a TVCL Match shall be penalised a 5 Penalty Point 
Deduction on each occasion.” 
 
 
Rationale: Strengthening of the rule for the Management Committee to deal with serial 
offenders during the season, whilst simplifying the penalty to be applied per match to a 
consistent points penalty (e.g. removing the higher penalty from the 3rd occasion). 
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A5 The Toss  

Clause 14.1 (p103) 
 

It is proposed to add a new 2nd paragraph to Clause 14.1 as follows: 
 
“The Toss shall not commence until the Pitch has been prepared and marked by the 
Grounds Authority. However, in the event that the Pitch is altered for any reason after the 
Toss, but before the TVCL Match has commenced, then the Umpires shall arrange for a 
new Toss to take place, and the commencement of the TVCL Match to be delayed 
accordingly.” 
  

 

Rationale: To clarify the procedure following an incident this season. 

 
 
 

A6 The Balls 
Clause 14.2 (p104) 
 

It is proposed to add a new 2nd paragraph to 14.2 as follows: 
 
“In the event that the Home Team does not have 2 new TVCL (same or better grade) 
balls available, the TVCL Match may continue with lower grade balls, should Umpires and 
both Captains agree, but the Home Team will forfeit the Toss.”  

 

Rationale: To ensure Home Clubs/Teams are organised accordingly, but can still get a 

game on. 

 
 
 

A7 Bowler Restriction in Win/Lose 
Clause W4 (p109) 
 

At the EGM, there was a 1 Season trial approved so as to ease the new Win/Lose format 
into Levels 3 to 9, where it was agreed to apply a maximum of 10 overs per bowler limit. It 
is now proposed to formally adopt this rule as described in the 2018 Handbook. E.g. 
 
W4.1 In all Levels a bowler may exceptionally bowl a maximum of 10 overs, before any 
reduction of overs. 
 
Rationale: proposed again for permanent adoption should clubs believe this is simpler to 
not change this again after it was already introduced in 2018 – to avoid any return 
confusion – so as to maintain a consistent 10 over theoretical maximum across the whole 
league. 
 
Note: should the proposal be rejected, section W4 will be amended to revert back 
to the ‘Maximum 1/5th of the Overs standard rule and any linked references / 
appendices adjusted accordingly. 
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A8 Wide Ball – Leg Side (Levels 1-4) 

Clause W6.3 (p110)  
 

It is proposed to delete & replace this clause with the following: 
 

Leg side: A Wide Ball shall be called if, irrespective of where the ball pitches, the ball 
passes wide of the batman’s leg-side, standing in their normal guard position. 

 
The umpire shall not adjudge a delivery as being a Wide, if: 

• the batsman or their equipment touches the ball 

• the ball passes between the batsman and the leg stump 

Where the batsman attempts, or aborts, any form of reverse or switch hit, then they will 
be deemed to have changed from a right-handed to a left-handed batsman (or vice 
versa). In such circumstance for determining a Wide, both off-side and leg-side shall be 
judged with reference to the 17-inch crease marking, as per W6.4. 
 
 
Rationale: clarification of the definition as recommended by Umpires Sub-Committee, 
following confusion at the beginning of 2018 as to the definition previously adopted and 
how to treat switch hits. 
 

A9 Over Rate & Penalty (Level 3 & below) 
Clause B3 (p116) 
 
This section of the Match Rules about Cut-off Times & Penalty was suspended in their 
entirety for the 2018 Season so that Clubs could focus on the understanding of the 
implementation of the other different rules. Following a seasons experience, it is now 
proposed to adopt a more simplified version of this rule as follows: 
 
B3. Cut-off Time 1st Innings Only 
 

Matches are expected to be conducted at a ‘good over-rate’ to allow for the intended 
number of overs to be bowled as expected.  
 
However, provided there has been no rain interruption to the Match (see B4 below) – 
then in all other circumstances, provided that the minimum 20 overs have been 
completed, the 1st Innings will always be deemed completed at 4:30pm for a 1pm 
start (4pm for a 12:30pm start). Any Over in progress at the Cut-off Time will be 
allowed to be completed. 
 
The 2nd Innings will then be reduced in length to match the same number of 
completed overs as was achieved in the first innings by the Cut-off Time. 
 
E.g. at 4:30pm if 40.4 overs have been bowled. That Over shall be completed before 
the Innings closes. The 2nd Innings will then only receive the matching 41 overs in 
reply. 

      
Rationale: to aim to stop unnecessary late finishes due to slow over rates. 
 
Note: Should this proposal not be adopted, then the original clause B3 shall be deleted 
completely (not just suspended) and other clauses renumbered accordingly. 
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AGM Proposals: PART B - Change to Player Eligibility 

 
 

B1 INTER CLUB TRANSFER 
Clause 4.1 (p82) 
 

It is proposed to amend this clause by Amending Condition A from Thirty calendar days 
reduced to Fifteen days as shown below: 
 

A) Fifteen Thirty calendar days shall have passed in that TVCL Season, since the player 
participated in their last TVCL Match for their current Member Club, before the player 
is eligible to play for the new Member Club; 

 
Additionally, it is proposed to then insert two new additional conditions as follows: 
 

B) No Transfers will be accepted after the End of July for that League Season 
  

C) A player may only Transfer once during a League Season 
 
 
Rationale: The current 4-5 week transfer window is too long & is a block to players 
playing the game. Therefore, it is proposed to reduce to 2 matches only, and at the same 
time insert a provision for only 1 transfer per season + a deadline for new transfers in line 
with the Cat-6 (Overseas player) deadline. 

 
 
 

AGM Proposals: PART C - Change to the Constitution 

 
C1 Membership Obligations - New Clause “Fines Procedure” 

Clause 5.6 (p71) 

 
It is proposed to have a new method to collect fines as follows: 
 

Payment of any fines levied under this Clause 5 and the Match Rules shall be 
collected by the following procedure. (DCSC and PESC fines will not be included as 
detail in their own Procedures) 
 
All Fines incurred shall be notified at the time of the infringement to the Member Club. 
 
However, the payment of any fines shall be aggregated into 3 periods during the year, 
following the conclusion of rounds 6, 12 & 18 of the League Season. The aggregated 
fines will then be invoiced to Member Clubs for payment. Once the invoice has been 
notified to the Member Club, it must be paid to the TVCL within 21 calendar days of 
the Member Club being notified of the invoice. 
 
Any such invoice payment still outstanding after this time, shall be increased by 100% 
of the total amount due. Should this occur a senior officer of the offending Member 
Club shall be notified to the effect that the payment is still outstanding and given a 
final reminder. 
 
 

PTO 
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If after a period of a further 14 calendar days from the reminder, should the payment 
still be outstanding, an additional penalty of a deduction of 5 penalty points shall be 
made from the Team of the Member Club which incurred the individual fine(s) levied 
under the Match Rules.  
 
Any such deduction of points caused by the delayed payment incurred on the 1st or 
2nd invoice will be applied to that League Season. Any such penalty related to the 3rd 
invoice issued after the End of the Season – will be applied to the respective Teams 
at the beginning of the next League Season. 
 
Note: any deduction of penalty points specifically incurred under the Match Rules, 
shall be applied with immediate effective during the League Season when they occur, 
it is only the payment of the fine which will be aggregated into the invoice. 
 

 
Rationale: aims to reduce the administrative burden on clubs and the league from the 
need to make individual payments, chasing and reconciliation of all such fines throughout 
the season.  
 
Due to bulk invoicing – the deadline for payment extended from 14 to 21 days – before 
the doubling of the total fine occurs. 
 
Note: should the proposal be adopted, Match Rule Clause 10.6 shall be amended to 
reference the above new clause, rather than the D&C Procedure. 

 
 

 
C2 Membership Obligations 

Clause 5.5 (p71) 

 
It is proposed to increase the Fine quoted in Clause 5.5 from: £25 to £50, so that all Fines 
under Clause 5 are equal. 
 
 
 

Rationale: not collecting the balls at the designated meeting causes more serious 
administrative issues to the league than not voting/attending General Meetings. 

 
Side note, if clubs struggle to make the appointed ball collection meeting, it is perfectly 
acceptable from the leagues perspective, for a neighbouring club to collect them on your 
behalf. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 


